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Criteria Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 
I. Photographs 
 
 

-Composition follows rule of thirds 
-All photos clear and focussed. 
-Photos tell the story 
-Each photo contains a different 
subject 
-Placement of pictures creates a layout  
 that shows oval concept design 
-Helps the reader look from left to 
right naturally 
-Good choice made for the dominant 
photo 

-Majority of pictures follow rule 
of 3rd’s 
-Almost all pictures are clear and 
focused 
-Most photos tell the story each 
photo contains a different subject 
-Helps the reader look from left 
to right 
-Good choice made for the 
dominant photo 

-Some pictures follow rule of 
3rd’s 
-Some photos are clear and 
focused (some too small or far 
away) 
-Many of the photos are 
portraits 
-Some variety in content of 
photos 
-More than one element fights 
for dominance 

-None of the 
pictures follow rule 
of 3rd’s 
-Most of the photos 
are too small or too 
far away 
-Photos are 
portraits 
-No variety in 
content of the 
photos 
-No dominant 
photo and direction 
of the reader is not 
controlled 

II.  
Layout Structure 
and Aesthetic 
Merit 
 
 

-Proper placement of graphics/text that 
require few if any adjustments 
 
  

-Proper placement of 
graphics/text that require few 
adjustments 
  
 

-Occasional correct placement 
of graphics/text that require 
more than a few re-adjustments 

-Did not use 
proper placement 
of graphics/text 
that require 
complete change 

III.  
Captions 
 

-Captions demonstrate the story 
behind the photo in an insightful 
entertaining way 
 -Captions not repetitive 
-All people were identified   

-Captions sometimes 
demonstrate the story behind the 
photo 
-Caption is rarely repetitive 
-Most people were identified 

-Effort has been made to 
demonstrate the story behind 
the photo 
-Caption is some cases 
repetitive 
-Many people were identified 

-No effort has been 
made to 
demonstrate the 
story behind the 
photo 
-Some or no names 
were identified 

IV.  
Organization 
 
 

-Consistently develops a work plan and 
meets goals completely on time 
-Uses time management skills 
effectively 
-Always prepared for class 
-Completes missed work and 
assignments quickly 

-Often develops a work plan and 
frequently meets goals 
-Good use of time management 
skills  
-Generally comes to class prepare 
-Regularly completes assigned 
homework 

-Has not developed a work 
plan and infrequently meets 
goals 
-Uses weak time management 
skills 
-Rarely comes to class prepared 
-Assignments rarely handed in 
on time 
 

-Has not made any 
effort to develop a 
work plan and does 
not meet goals 
-Never comes to 
class prepared 
-Assignments are 
rarely handed in on 
time, or are not 
submitted 


